ask not what your
CARNIVAL
can do for you
but
what you can do for your
CARNIVAL

yes indeed ladies and gentlemen friends and constituents animal lovers barker
milkmen chiropractors factors and et cetera the 2nd annual bennington carnival
for the second annual year will erupt as of friday may 23 and gives us three
weeks to plan for pileated performances the ring toss
the doughnut dunking contest
the headstand handstand
milking bilking sharkling
larking et cetera

which is to say any and all suggestions are most welcome and in fact REQUIRED
since our last year's show though by no means a shambles will be a miniscule
molehill to the anticipated mountain in comparison with that which we this May
will project

argal i hope to hear from you and at your earliest convenience with reference
to science shows
dance diversions
musical divertissements
dramatic diapasons
poetry pronouncements
whatever
et cetera

n. f. delbanco
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